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The Einstein-Maxwell field equations allows some speci

fic solutions, these are almost closed Friedmann worlds the 

metrics.of which are connected with the Nordstrom-Re1ssner 

metric through a narrow throat. The classical. parameters of 

this object, the sizes of the throat, its potential. and the 

total. mass of the system 
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are given. These classical systems turn out to be unstable -

the pair produc_tion effect 1n strong throat fields polarizes 

the intial charge of the system and classical. systems with dif

ferent initial -charges tend (as t --oo) to one and the same 

al.most closed system, the so-called "fr1edmon" with microsco

pic values of the total charge, sizes and the total mass. 

The system ("friedmon") is viewed as the extended particle 

model in the general relativity theory. It can also be regarded 

as a specific example of a model with form factor in which the 

signal propagates with a velocity which is smal.ler than the 

velocity of light due to an appropriate change of the metric. 

In the Euclidean space the fo:rm factor leads, as a rule, to the 

appearance of superlight signals. 



In my report I would like to draw attention to the fact 

that in the general relativity theory there appear peculiar 

possibilities of introducing the sizes of particles with the 

help of the form factors. 

The diffioulties of the nonlocal field theory or, more 

exactly, of the extended field sources are in that in such a 

theory the signal can propagate with a velocity larger than 

the velocity of light thereby violating causality. Yet, the 

change of the metric near the source characteristic of the ge

neral relativity theory decreases the velocity of the signal 

propagation and thereby may conserve oausal~ty. It seems at 

first sight that the gravitational scales differ by about twen

ty orders from those with which we deal in elementary particle 

theory (for example, the characteristic length for the hadron 

form fao~ors is ,v 10-14 om, and the characteristic gravitatio

nal length is "i, -v v¥,' ,;v 10-32 om), and therefore 1 t would seem 

that the gravitation is of no importance in the elementary par

ticles theory. We consider the problems stated by a model which 

is described with the appropriate solutions of the system of 

the Einstein-Maxwell field equations. 

This model, more exactly, the system which under real. con

ditions can really be formed by itself is of great interest. In 

what follows this system will be called friedmon. 

I •. To the Theori of the Friedmo~ 

As is known, the closed Friedmann world is described with 

the appropriate Tolman solutions in the case of a spherically 

symmetric homogeneous and isotropic distribution of dust-like 
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matter at a zero pressure and an appropriate critical matter 

densityI. If, however, this system is assumed to be·charged by 

a uniform electric charge then the world metric ceases to be clo

sed at any value of the total nonzero electric charge2• If the 
/ 

charge is such that the electrical forces are uncapable of over

coming the gravitational attraction then at a density larger 

than the critical one the metric of the so-called semiolosed 

world is formed instead of the closed metric. 

In this system there arises a centre of symmetry and the 

surfaces circumscribed around this centre, at not too high elect

ric charge, are approximately of the form 

S 2. ' 2-,J = Cl ~h /\- :, 7{.<f 

As in the case of the absence of the oharge, when moving away 

from the centre (-:(. = O), the surfaces increase (when i < f ) 
_and with further moving away from the centre the surfaces dec

rease. In the case of the absence of the charge the surface as 

i{ -= .JT reduces to a point; the world becomes closed. 

If the system is electrically charged then for 7(__, close 

to JI (and a relativelly small charge) the metric essentially 

differs from the Friedmann one. Now the spherical surface does 

not reduce to a point but there arises a certain minimum sphere 

(throat) through which the metric of the material system is rela-. 
ft 

ted to the Nordstrom-Reissner one. The parameters of this throat 

are obtained automatically when sewing the internal metric of 

the system with the external Nordstr6m-Reissner one.t~) 

It is interesting that the electric potential in the throat 
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1s independent of the magnitude of the total electric charge 

of the system and is 2 

2.. 

lft 
C 

(I) =-
{iC. ) 

where 0 18 the velocity of light and . X- is the gra:rtta-

tional constant. The matter is that with increasing distance 

when i ? 1 , as we have mentioned earlier, the spherical 

surfaces decrease, they. are a kind of lenses which crowd the 

electrical strengh lines. The value of the electric potential 

given by eq.(I), is obviously a maximum large one allowed by 

in the theory. With increasing charge the electric potential 

of the throat does not increase while. the throat radius increa-

ses proportionally to the charge & namely 

'Ii £/4° 
(2) 

C 2-

The total mass of the system is g:Lven by the exi>ression2 

(.J) 

When z·-;> Q , the total. mass vanishes as it is the case in the 

closed Friedmann world. It is remarkable that the total mass 

of the system is in this case of electrostatic origin. In this 

case all the parameters and are, generally spe-

aking, of ultramacroscopic values - characteristic~ of the 

"Universe" as a whole. 

Now attention should be paid to one very important fact. 

The sizes of the throat are stable only in the classical consi

deration. As soon as we take into account the fact,that in such 
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large fields which talce place in the throat there arise effects 

of production of charged particle pairs,the picture becomes 

essentially different. In fact, the particle of a produced pair 

with a charge opposite to that of the system strikes the sys

tem decrasing its charge. The-other component of the pair pu

shes off from the charge of the system and goes to infinity. 

Thus, the total charge of the system decreases rapidly, the to

tal mass decreases by Eq. (J) and the external dimensions of 

the system, its throat, decrease by Eq.(2). The system is stri

ving to be close as completely as possible. The estimations 

show2 ~)that this process of pair production decreases the to

tal charge of the system down to the finite value 

i 

1 .f- "". ./- e., t ~ y-- , 
here c/... is the fine structure constant, 

oharge of the electron. Since 

en_ (e/;>.x. ) ~---.- 1:. 
. l'Y1 e ol- J 

then i- f ,....,, IJ7 . 

(4) 

e is the electric 

(5) 

It is essential to stress the important fact that a)the final 

charge if. of the system is independent of its initial 

charge; b)the final charge has the microscopic value 

e f rv IJ7 e , (6) 

~, in which the production of only electron-positron pairs is 
taken into account. 
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o)the external sizes of the system are microscopic 

131- -e~ 10 --30 

r-s ~ CQ.. 
~ Cm (7) 

and the total ma.ss1!iii) is 

13=1 ~ 
- '1 

·n1 ~ "'-' iO r (8) 
-f ✓ x... 

The relations (6), (7) and (8) have the form of inequalities. 

These relations give the upper limits for the final charge and 

the mass. The real values of them are far lower. So, the elec

tric charge localized in such a small domain must be strongly 

polarized. If we assume that the given case is associated with 

the well-known Landau formula which relates the nbare" charge 

8 with the effective charge e, up to which the former 

decreases due to the vacuum polarization, then3 

2. 
.e 

:i + y z!l ~(~e_):l ) 
(9) 

where me is the electron ma.as, Y is the number of various 

kinds of pairs, _ I\ is the maximum value of the parameter con-

neoted with the region of the charge localization, When 

Y f~ Etn//1) ~>> i Eq.(9) takes the form Cine ,) 
!l 1. 

e - Y -tn(;e)2.. 
(IO) 

.ia-~;N_e_v_e_r_t_h_e_l_e_s_s_t_h_e_s_ystem may contain an arbitrary large num

ber of baryons ("Universe") and have arbitrary large "inter
nal" dimensions, a(t~ );(, where a(t

0
) is the "Universe" 

radius. 
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It is interesting that the earlier obtained Eq.(4) contains 

the same characteristic logarithm as in the Landau formula. 

But in Eq.(4) one gives a conorete form of the parameter I\ , 
namely, it turns out that 

I\ 
-e__ 

V>Z 
:u 

....,1_0 eV. 
(II) . 

In Eq.(4) A assumes just the value which is discussed 1n the 

Landau•s paper 1n connection with tho hypothesis on the possible 

role of gravitation in elementary particle theory. In our case 

the role of the parameter /\ is revealed in a natural manner, 

automatically. It is interesting that Eqs.(4) and (9) are obtai

ned starting from quite different considerations and in diffe

rent mathematical ways. 

According to Eq.(IO) the final value of the system charge 

is also independent of its initial value E.... and may be close 

to the electron charge. We call such an object,such a system, 

friedmon. 

As to the space dimensions of the system, Eq.(7) gives es

sent1ally the classic "core" of the object round which a pecu

liar "atmosphere" oonsisting of various elementary particles 

should arise. The situation is that at ef ~ IJ7e when the 

particles of the pairs produced cease to "strike" the charged 

centre the appropriate charges occupy the appropriate orbits 

about the charged centre. The radii of the first Bohr orbit are 

estimated as 
f, 2. 

~~--!
/\;/ e.+ e.. 
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If the bound state has no stable particles heavier than 

nucleons the most dense "atmosphere" of the friedmon is at a 

distance IOI4_ Io-IJ om from the object core. If this pictu-

re is true then between the lengths Io-JO_ Io-I5 cm in the 

electrostatic friedmon there must be an empty space. Thus, we 

see that the external fiedmon dimensions must be of the order 

of the hadron dimensions. 

As to the friedmon mass, the relation 

e 
~ -- _.,.,, 
- {;c (12) 

gives only the upper estimate. Moreover, Eq.(I2) may be consi

dered as a relation giving the corresponding upper estimate for 

the mass of the microscopio particle (in general, of _elementary 

particle). If the microscopic particles of such a maximum mass 

exist ("max:imons"), they could play the role of quarks. For the

se masses the gravitational forces acting between them are suf

ficient for forming systems with a mass defect comparable with 

the masses of these pa.rticles4• 

We have considered the system which is a source of the ele

otrio field. We have called this system electrostatic friedmon. 

But similar friedmons arise in any other vector fields. 
so, the Yang-Mill/ friedmon will have the mass 

+ L s/:L my < ·..;;: ,..,,. iO Mp (IJ) 

i.e. mass smaller than ten electronic masses if we take the po

ssible upper estimate of f from the Yang-Mills paper6• 

The estimation of the .f -meson friedmon mass gives the 

upper value .of the mass which is larger than that for the elect-
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rostatic friedmon: 

f ~ ~ 
mt - r,z 

-S"' 

/V J.l) ~r- ) 
(14) 

where <J is the "charge" of the .f -meson field. 

Non-vector fields, more exactly the fields in whioh par

ticles and antiparticles are not distinguished (e.g. the sca

lar field) do not prevent from the formation of the closed met

ric. 

Moreover, combined fields, e.g. electromagnetic and scalar 

ones, decrease the total mass of the friedmon since the corres

ponding expressions for the friedmon mass are7 

f (l. G-~ h,-, < e -
1"e,s ' x... ) 

(15) 

where G - is the scalar field constant. 

Thus, in the framework of the general relativity theory 

systems with microscopic values of the parameters close to the 

parameters of the so-called elementary particles may bo realized. 

But independently of the latter values, the given system, fried

mon, may be considered as a peculiar model for "extended" par

ticle as an object with a. peculiar form factor possible only in 

the framework of the general relativity theory. 

2. Friedmon as the Divergency - Free Phenomenologioal Model 

of_ll. Particle~ 

The external space metric of an electrical friedmon in the 

Nordstr~m-Reissner coordinates is of the form: 

cl s-~ == cp Jt ;_ - cp--1. J,£ - r 2 drs-\ (16) 
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here 

(I7) 

and 

(IS) 

Here m0 , e0 are the totaJ. mass and the tot.aJ. electric charge 

of the system. 

The metric assumes a very peculiar form in the isotropic 

coordinates 

Js5..-;::: 6-1..c:Ug_- B (dlc2-+R.2..d6 2 ) / 

here 

In the isotropic coordinates the equation for the 
- 0,¾ rostatio potentiaJ. 'f =At;; Ft, - - ioR.. > 

1. 'o I ·'7JF'K..) 
v-~ 11><' c ✓-J '?><, K.. = o 

assumes the form 

or 

tf = -€0 
R+1c 

Thus, the potentiaJ. at R = 0 is finite 

II 

(I9) 

(20) 

elect-

(2I) 

(22) 

(2.:3) 



Lff!..-=o == 
..ec 
ro 

C 2.. 

/i[ (24) 

The calculation of the total energy in the general relati

vity theory encounters some difficulties; since the four-dimen

sional energy-momentum veotor is not a well aefined quantity. 
ll 8 If we take the well known Moller definition, according to 

which the energy E in the isotropic coordinates is of the form 

£ c.t.Jt 2 >n = ~ = - n R., roi-0-c/,,(J clcr 
C STt~ J . ,s ' 

(25) 

as R = oonst --? c:o J q; :2 Ii cl j__ . r;, 
here =- - d,R._, {jJ - R_{/Z+-rc) ) 

t? .t -e" 
(26) 

then C ic . 
Jn = c~ == ~ = v;c. ) 

in accordance with the above presented theory of friedmon. 

It is essential to stress that in the 1aotrop1o coordina

tes the fr1edmon with metric (19) 1a a point object. In these 

coordinates when R~ O the components of the fundamental ten-

sor ~ /•\'\' have a singularity, but this singularity does not 

affect the magnitude of the physical quantities - electric po

tential and total energy. The isotropic coordinates are conven

ien~ for the external description of the friedmon, in particu

lar, its behaviour in the externa.l fields as a point object. It 
. " is interesting to note that in the Nordstrom-Reissner coordina-

tes (16), contrary to the isotropic coordinates (I9) the fried

mon is not a point one&). Here the potential is of the form 

5 J·The possibility of the object to be point or extended in tho 
general relativity depending on'the coordinates used is indi
cated 1n ref. 9 
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- c_"l. 

value 

but ' } 

1 changes onl;r from i=oO 

and at the point 
c2. 

the potential assumes the 

~ lf == 
r=r" 

i.e. the same maximum value 

which is reached in the isotropic coordinates for R = o. 
I would like to stress that the object under consideration 

(friedmon) itself is a s~tisfactory in many respects model of 

the extended charged particle. Since this extended object is 

described by the solutions of the relativistic equations with 

local interactions then. in this case, by definition,_ there .can

not arise difficulties of the usual nonlocal theory, e.g. cau

sality violation etc. 

From a certain point of view, in describing a given "exten

ded" object (friedmon) there arises a form factor, but due to an 

appropriate change of the metric the signal. near the charge 

source propagates with a velocity smaller than the velocity of 

light. so, in the isotropio coordinates, according to eq.(I9), 

the velocity of light is 

c/A!.. f_R )~ 
cU: =(_ ~+ro C (27) 

and 

as R ➔ O , 

Difficulties similar to those in the nonlocal field theory 

arise also in attempting to construct the appropriate nonlinear 

field theory free of divergences.IO Attempts have been made to 

redefine formally the metric so that to obtain the correspon

ding velocity of the signal. propagation according to the oausa.-
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lity pr1noipleII,I2• One deals there with special illustrating 

exaapl.es, but,in general, 1n the framework of the modern theory 

taken ad hoq. The model 1n question (friedmon) is described 

completely 1n the framework of the modern theory. Moreover, it 

1119.y' be stressed that 1n the given case one implies nonlinear 

theory since a part of equations (namely, Einstein field equa

tions)•is a system of nonlinear equations. In principle, exclu

ding gr--1 from the s7stem of Einstein-Maxwell field equati

ons we shoUld obtain for the electromagnetic field a nonlinear 

equation. 

In conclusion I woUld like to remind that there is another 

difficuJ.ty in attempting to treat the mass of the electric sour~ 

oe field from a •purely electromagnetic" point of view. As is 

known, in this oase the total momentum of the electromagnetic -field of the charge moving with a constant velocity Lr is -- 4 V- 'llo 
~ -= 3 ✓1-p~ c (28) 

The factor 4/J appears owing to that in calcUla.ting the total 

momentum of the field of a moving charge, in addition to Ty.,0 

0 
an additional term T

11 
due to the Maxwell tensions gives a 

contribution. The factor 4/J was widely discussed a long time 

ago and was considered to be a main obstacle in constructing 

the el.ectroma.gnetic theory of tho particle mass. It was assu

med that, in addition to the electromagnetic forces it is nece

ssary to introduce forces of nonelectromagnetio origin (in the 

framework of linear theories) which shoUld damp these Maxwell 

tensions. In the present model this role is played by gravita-
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tional. forces. 

It should also be stressed that 1n this consideration we 

are dealing with the olassioal electromagnetic field theory 

free of divergences. The corresponding quantum fields theory 

1s not discussed yet. 
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